Brother Dream Machine and Luminaire Retreat 2018
Make sure your name is on your luggage.
NO MAGIC MARKER on the machine hoops or
parts. It will have no trade in value if marked.

From your Machine:
9 1/2 by 9 1/2 Hoop
5 by 7 Hoop
Snow Man Stickers at least 4
Scanning Hoop
Embroidery Foot
Embroidery Unit
Power cord and Foot control

We will be there to help you load and un load.
Please pull up to the ramp at the club house if
you need help.
You can keep your luggage in the room with you
to hold supplies.
We will have electric strips there.
We will have an iron and cutting stations.
PLEASE HAVE YOUR FABRIC READY FOR
CLASS. PREPPED AS LISTED

6 pre-wound bobbins in black or Contrast thread color that matches your embroidery
Trimming Scissors and Thread Snips
Muv It Foot and Quilting Bars
Any bottom foot plates for your muv it foot
Skinny Zipper Foot
Open Toe foot or N
All purpose foot. J
Embroidery, Sewing and Grey Bobbin cases
OK, just bring your foot box !
Clear Smoke Thread, this is for an optional quilting technique for the bottom of the bag.
Black sewing thread, and thread to match your fabrics.
Three Colors of Embroidey thread that works with Greys and Blacks. I used Red, Light
Silver and Black. no metallic
size 80 needles just in case
Chalk marker and 18” ish ruler
I am bringing the top boarder fabric to embroidery, it is solid black, the leather tabs are
black and the hardware is silver. Choose your fabrics and threads around this palette
Handles, Cut 2 3” by 30” fabrics, sewn into a tube and turned.
Body of the Bag: 12” by 15” for the center of the bag
Fused with really thin batting, This is for Design Center
design. I like OESD fusible batting.
Front Bag Sides, I used a stripe for the decorative stitches
if you don’t have a stripe you like, mark a fabric with 2”
lines to follow. Cut 10” by 24” fabric, fused with Decor
Bond heavy interfacing or OESD fusible batting.
Bag Back: 12” by 28” Fabric fused with fusible batting
Bag Bottom: 8” by 26” Fabric fused with fusible batting
Lining: I yard, it will be a miracle if we get that far.
Bring a 12” or larger zipper for a pocket if we make it that far.

Please arrive at the Event Center between 8am and 9am
Will will start at 9:30 Sharp
If you are late, you will need to wait until the next technique to start
9:30 to 11:00 am Endless Boarder with Snowman stickers for the top boarder of the bag.
The 4” black strip fused with Decor Bond, This is being supplied 50” long
Break
11:15 to Noon Design Center Start
Noon Lunch
12: 45 to 1:45 Stitch out the Center panel of the bag with what you designed
1:50 Set up Machine for Sewing
2:00 3:00 Decorative Stitching on the Stripe Fabric using the lasers and projectors
3:15 to close, stitching the handles using the zipper foot
Saturday: 9am start
Quilting the Back the bag fabric until 10am using the Muv it foot
10:50 Quilting the Bag Bottom with Mock Hand Quilting technique.
11:30 Building the Bag
Noon Lunch
We need to be out of the room by 3pm

